
As the name “Parcellaires” (parcels) indicates, 

they pay particular attention to single parcels 

and single vineyards [Note: literally 

“farmhouses”; idem hereinafter] and moreover 

promote contracts with organic and biodynamic 

vineyards. At the current point in time, around 

60% of contracting vineyards are practising 

organic or biodynamic [agriculture]. 

They have invested not only in burgundy, but 

also in champagne. In addition to tying up with 

winemaking consultant Hervé Jestin and han-

dling Leclerc Briant, they also own the Royal 

Champagne Hotel & Spa. It opened as expected 

last summer after renovation. 
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Change in Owner Brings 

New Vitality 

“Clos”: a mysterious vineyard parcel sur-

rounded by a stone wall. Vineyards such as 

Clos de Vougeot and Clos de Tart are famous, 

but there are actually said to be more than 70 

Clos in Burgundy. 

One of them is Pommard's Clos de la Comma-

raine on the grounds of the Chateau de la 

Commaraine, which can boast history going 

back to the 12th century.  

In the autumn of 2017, its owners changed and 

its management was completely transformed. 

Here we report on the start of its new history. 

The Chateau de la Commaraine manor house is 

located a bit on the Beaune side of the centre 

of the village of Pommard. 

What's in common with all burgundies and 

champagnes is cultivation that takes into consi-

deration the environment and a process defined 

by persistence down to the last detail. Clos de la 

Commaraine is working toward a revival in the 

same spirit. It was previously owned by Jaboulet 

Vercherre, and until 2001 the winemaking was 

carried out there. From 2002, Louis Jadot pur-

chased its grapes. This was the period when the 

Reine Pédauque firm was split into two compa-

nies. Then, from the 2018 vintage, it started 

bottling its own wine as a “monopole” (single 

winery owner). 

The very first thing they did was a geological 

survey of the 3.75 ha of fields. 

The results of the first stage of the survey as 

completed in March of this year indicated that 

inside just the Clos the soils could be roughly 

divided into three types. These are clay and 

sandy soil, soil that is mostly limestone in earth 

close to the host rock, and clay soil heavy in 

iron. Furthermore, the land is fragmented into 

10 parcels by grapevine age, etc., with harvest 

day, winemaking, and ageing being carried out 

separately. Louis Michel of Comte Liger-Belair 

has been engaged as a consultant. The vineyard 

is currently in the process of converting to orga-

nic cultivation and is expected to become certi-

fied in three years. On the day of our visit, four 

sheep were walking through the vineyards. 

They are brought there in winter because they eat 

weeds and produce fertilizer. [The Clos] is putting 

emphasis on such an approach that coexists with 

nature. The chateau is also currently under renova-

tion: winemaking facilities, caves for ageing, a 

hotel, a restaurant and a spa will be established 

side by side. It is aiming for a luxury space, all the 

while taking into consideration the natural environ-

ment of Burgundy. 

Because the 2018 [vintage] of Clos de la Comma-

raine is still undergoing ageing, we tried three 

types of Domaine Belleville Rully Premier Cru 2017 

white, from different parcels, and a few wines from 

Les Parcellaires de Saulx. 

Rully Premier Cru Chapitre, from a parcel at the 

foot of a hill, is big-boned but elegant. Its flavour is 

of white or golden fruit and coconut, and of honey.  

Premier Cru Rabourcé [Note: transcription in Ja-

panese reads “Rabruce”] comes from sandy soil 

slanting southward. It is thicker and well-toned, 

with bold outlines. 

Premier Cru [La] Pucelle comes from midslope 

limestone soil. At present it feels somewhat rough, 

but it has powerful depth and vigour. 

De Saulx's Morey-Saint-Denis 16 years has a libe-

rating aroma, with a dark red fruit flavour. It also 

has an elegant and faintly violet aroma that is so-

mewhat spicy. 

The Charmes-Chambertin 17 years has a fresh and 

charming texture. The crispness is just the right 

strength, and it is full of elegance. 

While vehicle traffic comes and goes around 

the perimeter, once you open the gate and 

enter you aresurrounded by a peculiar feeling 

of limpid air and quietness. 

And the chirping of birds wafts through the 

calm rays of the sun. It's a moment to expe-

rience the special space of a “Clos”. In the au-

tumn of 2017, the Chateau de la Commaraine 

was acquired by American investors who are 

wine lovers. Prior to that, in May of the same 

year, they also acquired Domaine Belleville in 

Rully and Le Manoir 

Murisaltien, a négociant in Meursault. To take 

up the challenge of a more intricate approach 

different from hitherto négociants, they 

founded their own new small négociant, Les 

Parcellaires de Saulx. 




